A probability distribution function, cast in the representation of Hendrickson & Lattman [Acta Cryst. (1970), B26, 136-143], has been derived for the phase information from measurements of multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD). This probability function readily permits one to determine figure-of-merit weights similar to those used in isomorphous replacement, and the coefficients that characterize this distribution function facilitate the combining of MAD phasing with results from other sources of phase information. This probability representation was derived in the course of a structural analysis of selenobiotinyl streptavidin from MAD data and applications have also been made in the structure determinations of interleukin-1 a and a drug complex with brominated DNA.
Introduction
The likelihood with which the phase angle of a structure factor F = IFI exp (iq~) attains a value between 0 and 2rr can be characterized by a phase probability distribution P(~o). Blow & Crick (1959) introduced a description of such phase probability assuming a Gaussian distribution for the errors e(~) from lack of closure in phase triangles in the method of isomorphous replacement. Thus P(~p)=Nexp [-e2(~p) 
where E is the expectation value for errors at the true phase angles. Somewhat later, Hendrickson & Lattman (1970) gave an alternative description whereby a Gaussian distribution is ascribed to errors of closure in [FI 2 rather than in IF[ values. For the method of isomorphous replacement, e(~) = IF,,(~)+ FHl2-1Fe.I ~
where Fe, Fen and FH stand for structure factors that correspond respectively to the native protein, a heavy-atom complex with the protein, and the heavy * ( 3) It is the phase probability coefficients A, B, C and D which uniquely characterize the distribution. The factor due to K is irrelevant to the form of the phase distribution and it can be combined into the normalization factor N to obtain unit integrated probability. A conspicuous advantage of using the functional form described by (3), apart from having a convenient representation of P(~0) by the four values A, B, C and D, is the possibility of combining phase information from various sources. If the distributions are mutually independent, by statistical arguments the distribution for combined information is just the product of the individual distributions. This combined distribution, by virtue of its exponential form, is then characterized by accumulated coefficients of Atotal equal to the sum of the individual A values, and similarly for the other coefficients.
Multiwave!ength anomalous dispersion
In recent years a new method for phase determination, based primarily on synchrotron radiation, has been developed for application in macromolecular crystallography. This technique, known as multiwavelength anomalous-dispersion (MAD) phasing, makes use of the wavelength dependence of the anomalous-dispersion part of the atomic form factor f=fo+f,(•)+ if"(A) and has been cast into an algebraic form by Karle (1980) . An algebraic formulation by Hendrickson (1985) , which differs in the unknown quantities but is equivalent to Karle's approach (Karle, 1989) , has been successfully applied in the structure determination of the protein streptavidin complexed with selenobiotin, an analog of its natural ligand biotin. The selenium atoms in this complex served as the source of anomalous scattering, and data from one crystal, collected at three different 0108-7673/90/070537-04503.00 O 1990 International Union of Crystallography wavelengths, sufficed to obtain an unambiguous chain tracing at 3.3 A, resolution for this protein for which no structural precedent was available (Hendrickson, Piihler, Smith, Satow, Merritt & Phizackerley, 1989) . Other applications include cucumber basic blue protein which is structurally related to plastocyanin (Guss, Merritt, Phizackerley, Hedman, Murata, Hodgson & Freeman, 1988) , lamprey hemoglobin (Hendrickson, Smith, Phizackerley & Merritt, 1988) , and a bacterial ferredoxin (Murthy, Hendrickson, Orme-Johnson, Merritt & Phizackerley, 1988) . The underlying idea is not restricted to proteins that naturally contain anomalous scatterers (e.g. metalloproteins) or ones into which intrinsic anomalously scattering ligands (e.g. selenobiotin or heavy metals) can be introduced. It has been generalized by constructing selenomethionyl proteins (Hendrickson, 1985; Hendrickson, Horton & LeMaster, 1990) , in which methionine is replaced by its analog selenomethionine. Crystals of selenomethionyl variants of thioredoxin (Horton & Hendrickson, 1989) , interleukin-la (Hatada, Miller, Graves, Hendrickson & Satow, 1989) and ribonuclease H (Yang, Hendrickson & Crouch, 1989 ) could all be grown isomorphously with crystals obtained from the natural protein under similar conditions. The technique can also be used in the determination of nucleic acid structures as shown by Ogata, Hendrickson, Gao, Patel & Satow (1989) for a brominated DNA.
The phase equations for the algebraic MAD analysis in the case of a single kind of anomalous scatterer as formulated by Hendrickson (1985) and A¢ = °g,r-°cA. This is implemented in the program MADLSQ. The structure of anomalous-scat-tering centers must then be solved from the I%1 data, either from Patterson maps or by direct methods. This structure, once refined, can then be used to calculate °~/~ a and hence °~r = A~ + °~A. It has been observed that occasionally unrealistic values for °FA are calculated in this process. A different approach, taken in the structure determination of selenobiotinyl streptavidin (Smith & P/ihler, unpublished results) is to use the then known atomic positions of the anomalous scatterers for the calculation of I°FA[ as well as 0q~a. However, this approach involves a scaling problem not inherent in the other approach (Hendrickson, 1985) and needs careful analysis of the data.
Phase distribution coefficients
Our approach in determining phase distribution coefficients for multiwavelength anomalous dispersion assumes that measurements for Friedel mates and measurements made at different wavelengths represent independent pieces of information. Given values for I°FTI, I°FAI and Aq~ from the least-squares MAD evaluation and 0~A values calculated from the anomalous-scatterer model, an error function in 0q~T, analogous to (2), can be constructed from (4). Alternatively, as discussed above, the system of MAD equations can be solved for I°Fd and A~ with I°FAI values fixed at the calculated value, and these parameters can be used in the error function. In either case, an expansion of this e(q~) function in (1), using trigonometric identities as for the isomorphous replacement problem (Hendrickson & Lattman, 1970) , then generates the desired ABCD coefficients for (3) along with the less-relevant scale parameter K. If the following abbreviations are introduced: The additivity of coefficients used in this formulation is based on the assumption of independence of information associated with the individual observations. While the AF(h) 2 observations themselves are independent, the °Fr, Aq~ and °FA parameters derive collectively from all of the observations and this implies an interdependence of information. A similar lack of strict independence also afflicts the combination of phase probabilities from multiple isomorphous derivatives where, although FH values are specific to the derivative, each piece of information does share a common I FpI observational component and heavy-atom sites are often in common among derivatives. A possible consequence of such interdependence would be falsely inflated figures of merit.
Q=l*F(h)l~-I°Fd~-a(a)l°FAI ~
A problem that remains is how best to evaluate E, the Gaussian expectation value for errors. In the MADABCD program for producing phase distribution coefficients we make two passes through the whole process: a first pass with arbitrary initial estimates for E during which statistics are accumulated to determine E=(E2(A~MADLSQ-[-O~A)> 1/2, and a second pass in which these values are used. As expected from theoretical considerations (Hendrickson & Lattman, 1970) , E estimates from this procedure proved to be a strongly varying function of structurefactor amplitude as well as scattering angle. Accordingly, as for related isomorphous replacement calculations (Hendrickson, Love & Karle, 1973) , we overcame this problem by compiling E estimates in categories as a function of both (sin 0)/h and [°Fr[. This approach models the functional behavior of E as a step function. An alternative procedure, not pursued by us at the time when we developed the program, would be to adopt a formulation similar to one proposed by Blundell & Johnson (1976) . Here one would evaluate the Blow & Crick analog, E', as the r.m.s, discrepancy between observed and calculated [~F(h)l amplitudes (rather than IFI 2 values) simply as a conventional function of scattering angle and then obtain the required values for (7) from E 2=3E'4+4[~F(h)lEE '2. Yet another alternative, described previously in connection with the treatment of anomalous scattering in isomorphous replacement experiments (Hendrickson, 1979) , would be to evaluate the phasing coefficients for a normalized error model having e'(~)=e(~)/l°FTI. Both of these alternative procedures will produce E' expectation values that are essentially independent of structurefactor amplitude.
Applications
The probability formalism described here was developed in the context of our structure determination of selenobiotinyl streptavidin using MAD data.
One motivation that led us to this development was the observation that quantitative measures for quality of phasing in early versions of MADLSQ did not correlate well with phase discrepancies in the case of lamprey hemoglobin (J. L. Smith, 1986, unpublished results; Hendrickson et al., 1988) . The current implementation of the least-squares approach produces better measures. Figure- of-merit weights from the ABCD formulation do however provide a convenient and conventional measure of phase reliability. More importantly, the phase distribution coefficients that we have derived here proved invaluable for the purpose of combining MAD results with phase information from other sources.
To have a stringent test of the MAD phasing method, we determined the chain fold for streptavidin without resorting to other sources of phase information. The phases for this map at 3.3 A resolution were produced from the ABCD formulation and had a mean figure of merit of 0.78. This phase set was essentially the same as that directly obtained from the MADLSQ algebraic fitting procedure . For the building of a complete model including side chains we made use of the fact that the asymmetric unit of these crystals contains two basically identical subunits. Here the MAD phase probability formulation was used in phase combination with the information from molecular averaging and solvent flattening. This gave a significantl), enhanced overall appearance to the map at 3.1 A resolution and it facilitated model building. It was accompanied by an average shift of 23 ° in phase angle but only a slight improvement from 57 to 54 ° in average phase discrepancy, compared with a model refined to R =0.177 at 2 A resolution . This probability formulation for MAD phasing has also been used recently in other applications. In the case of interleukin-la (Graves, Hatada, Hendrickson, Miller, Madison & Satow, 1990) , MAD phase information based on rather inaccurate data had been obtained from a selenomethionyl variant of the protein and isomorphous replacement information from a mercury derivative was also available. Neither one alone sufficed to resolve the phase ambiguities, but phase combination resulted in an interpretable map. The third application involves a drug complex with a brominated DNA oligomer (Ogata et al., 1989) . Here the MAD phasing directly from MADLSQ did lead to an interpretation for the nucleic-acid structure. However, model rebuilding during refinement and the interpretation of drug components of the structure were facilitated by the probabilistic combination of phase information from the partially refined model with that from the MAD experiment.
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